Dedication
Three nuklor speakers high befit toinorrou’s
dedieation of II
NIling Landing
Marine Laboratories. On the
program at Nionterey Bay are
Senator George Murphy, ItCalif., Dr. Earl S. Herald. tele%ision science show nioderator,
and Glenn S. Dunike, chancellor of California State Colleges.
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Activities Begin

THOMAS W. BRADEN
Greek Forum speaker
1966 to the Advisory Council on
Developing Institutions.
Braden will give a 45-minute
opening speech. Five minute comments on his speech will be given
by Dr. James Thornton, SJS professor of education; Dr. Hobert
Burns, academic vice president;
and Dr. Gerald Wheeler, acting
dean of graduate studies.
This activity, like all others
during Greek Week, are open to

No, 108

Whitten’s Last Try

Greeks Sponsor
Education Panel
Four top educators will discuss
the Future of Higher Education
tonight at 8 in Morris Dailey Auditorium to start Greek Week.
Dr. Robert Clark will moderate
a panel headed by Thomas W.
Braden, editor and publisher of
the Blade-Tribune of Oceaside,
Calif., and past president of the
California State Board of Education.
In addition to his membership
on the Board of Education. Braden was a trustee of the California
State Colleges from July 1961 to
February 1963. He was named by
President Johnson in February

Clock Switch
Midnight on Sunday marks the
beginning of daylight raying
thibe, which lasts until the last
Sunday in October. By setting
the clock one hour ahead, an
etra hour of daylight will be
...wed in the e%ening throughout the spring and summer.

the campus. "Greek Week was designed for the schoolnot just
Greeks," said Dan Brown, chairman of Greek Week.
Greek Week buttons may be
purchased for 25 cents at a booth
in front of the cafeteria. The buttons are a feature for Saturday’s
Kappa Sigma Carnival. Awards
will include a $10 gift certificate
from Byrons, dinner for two at
Blum’s, a gift certificate from
Mosher’s and others.
Greek Week activities continue
tomorrow with a Panhellenic sponsored barbecue. Chicken dinners
will be served for $1 between the
dorms from 4:30-6:30 p.m. If it
rains, the dinner will be held at
the Delta Upsilon fraternity house,
155 So. 11th St,
An IFC Dance will be held tomorrow from 8-12 p.m. at the volleyball courts or at the Delta
Sigma Phi fraternity house, 124
So. 11th St., if it rains. Admission
for everyone is 25 cents or a Greek
Week button.
The festivities on Saturday begin
with a parade at 9:30 a.m. Participants in the day’s activities will
form a procession behind the Sigma Chi fraternity house at 211
So. 10th St. The colorfully decorated cars will slowly make their
way to Spartan Stadium.
Derby Day, sponsored by Sigma
Chi fraternity, is an inter-sorority
competitive playday which begins
at 10:45 am, at Spartan Stadium.
Delta Upsilon Olympics match
fraternity men against each other
in "feats of strength" at 1 p.m. at
Spartan Stadium,
Lambda Chi Alpha Pushcarts
will be held from 2:30-5:30 p.m. at
Spartan Stadium.
A Carnival sponsored by Kappa
Sigma fraternity will be held at
the volleyball courts from 6 p.m.
until midnight. Fraternities and
sororities will sponsor booths
ranging from a pie throwing booth
to a car smash.

Graduate Committee Raises
Fall Entrance Requirements

Student Council Drops
Minority Aid Program
By JIM BREWER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The Community Involvement
Program, a proposed student sponsored organization to offer college
educational opportunity to minority groups In San Jose, had its
head lopped off by Student Council
yesterday.
The move marked the end of a

Photo by Mike Hoban

DERBY DAY DONUT DASH
SORORITY GIRLS practice the "donut dash" for Sigma Chi
Derby Day on Saturday. Derby Day, one of the activities during
Greek Week, is designed as a competitive playday between
sororities. Everyone is invited to this and other Greek Week
activities.

World Tour Available
Via Week’s Activities
Even without a magic carpet,
SJS students and faculty can tour
the world during International
Week. Student organizations are
sponsoring cultural activities to
acquaint students with their traditions and customs.
Collegians have a choice of countries today for their armchair
travel. The Spanish Club will present a program on Spain and
Mexico at 2:30 p.m. in JC55.
Russian Club will sponsor a
movie, "They Met In Moscow,"
also at 2:30 p.m. in the Audiovisual Department.

Students from India will also be
present to answer questions.
The Choraliers, a group of 12
students selected from the A Cappella Choir, will perform in the
Cafeteria at 3:45 p.m.
FOOD BAZAAR
Persian Shish Kebab to fried
wonton will be available at the
Food Bazaar, tomorrow from 11
a.m.-2 p.m. on Seventh Street.
Eighteen booths will feature native
dishes and art work with continuous entertainment throughout the
day, according to T. C. Gosalia,
food bazaar committee member.
The finest booth will be awarded
a trophy. Judging will be based
on decorations, costumes, salesmanship and authentic cultural
presentation.
"The selling and cooking is necessary to enter the contest, but
the quality of the food will not be
the basis of evaluation," added
Gosalia.
The International Ball climaxes
the week’s activities. It will be
held from 9 p.m.-1 a.m, at the
Starlight Ballroom, 47 Notre Dame
Ave., San Jose. Tickets are available at the Student Affairs Business Office, Building R. Prices are
$2.50 per couple in advance sales,
$3 at the door and $10 general
public.

INDIA PROGRAM
Richard Ellefsen, associate professor of geography, will speak on
India at 3:15 p.m. in CH150. Professor Ellefsen spent one year in
The Graduate Studies Committee dents will be screened by their India doing research sponsored by
has raised admission requirements Is pecific department according to the National Academy of Sciences
Dr. Moore,
and the National Research Council.
for next fall in order to meet the
oncoming tide of prospective grad
students, according to Dr. George
E. Moore, assistant dean of graduate studies.
Previously the minimum GPA
for admittance into grad school on
unclassified status was a 2.0. Now,
according to the new ruling, stuBy Woo-chang Brolly
dents are required to have a 2.5
will be
Novel "prizes" foreign students or their talents
overall for acceptance into the
*
*
*
awarded at the International Ball Friday night.
unclassified area. Students under
Seven foreign San Jose area students have volunteered their
this status will be admitted on
talents and handiwork at the suggestion of Gordon Hutton, chaira first -come, first -serve basis.
man of International Ball.
"The college can’t take all stuTODAY
Jim Lue Chen, electrical engineering student, University of
dents. We have to draw the line
Santa Clara Graduate School, will spread a hot combination
somewhere," Dr. Moore said,
2:30 p.m. Spanish Club, slides
Chinese and Jamaican supper on the table of one recipient.
from Spain. Mexico and
CLASSIFIED FIRST
Diane Wallace, senior art major at SJS (American student),
other countries, 3C55.
fashioned a piece of pottery which she has offered as a prize.
Students gaining classified staAnother American student, Miss Terry Crary, Willow Glen High
tus will be admitted first, although
2:30
p.m. Russian film with subSchool senior, is weaving a mid -western design tablecloth for
20 per cent of the graduate school
titles, "They Met In Mosball.
the
prosunclassified
to
is left open
cow," Audiovisual Dept.
Miss Alicia Sainz from Mexico, graduate foreign language
pects.
student, has donated an authentic, hand -embroidered traditional
When students fill out an appli3:15
p.m. Impressions of India by
Mexican blouse. An original painting by Ken Wu, Chinese alumcation for admission they must
Prof. Ellefsen, C11150.
nus of SJS, is another offering. The modern sculpture by Yoshi
specify their status; classified or
Hasegawa, commercial art major from Japan, also will be
unclassified.
3:45 p.m. Choraliers group from
offered.
It is then up to their particular
Music Dept., Cafeteria.
Ramesh Shah, chemical engineering graduate student from
department to make a decision on
India, is prepared to serenade someone at the Ball or in his
the student’s status; classified, unTOMORROW
home with a group of Indian songs, sung to his own harmonium
classified or rejection.
accompaniment.
11 a.m.-2 p.m. International Food
"This will reduce the loose, unRomesh Soin, engineering major at SJS, organized and
classified group, who state no obBazaar, Seventh St tee t.
carried out the unique idea for the "prizes." He explains the
jective, from continuing, unless the
Fashion show and entertainpurpose of the plan as "much more than just an entertaining
number of classified graduates
ment, presentation of Ingimmick. It’s a means toward mutual understanding between
drops significantly," Dr. Moote externational Queen contespeople around the globe." He believes that "understanding of
plained.
one another’s feelings, rights and ideas, hopes and aspirations"
tants.
ALL SCREENED
is an important point.
9
p.m.
International Ball, Startoward
long
step
"it’s
one
small
continues,
"Perhaps," he
"Plus the department can delight Ballroom, behind the
periods of future peace in a world which has known little more
mand better, and more qualified
than a few hundred days of peace in the last two milienia."
DeAriza Hotel, coronation of
students." he added.
All prospective graduate stuInternational Queen.
StsassmismalSalast

Win a Foreign Student;
Unique ’Prizes’ at Ball

Week’s Schedule

series of attempts by Phil Whitten,
recently resigned graduate representative, to "involve student government beyond its traditional
sphere of influence."
The CIP, if passed, would offer
students from lower socio-economic
backgrounds a tutoring service,
summer education seminar and a
means for admittance to SJS with-

Promotion Total Low
Claims AFT Report
In the shadows of 46 recently
announced faculty promotions Drs.
John Galm and James Sperling
pointed out that the SJS faculty
promotion total was the lowest
figure "in the recent history of the
college."
The assertion was made in a
paper distributed by American
Federation of Teachers (AFT) local 1362 and prepared by Galm
and Sperling.
"In spring 1964 there were 85
promotions; in spring 1965 there
were 94 promotionsmore than
twice as many as this year; last
year there were 81 promotions,"
the report maintains.
"For years we have been fighting the myth of a 60/40 formula
limiting our promotion possibilities," the two profs centend. They
maintain that the formula is "irrelevant."
MANY DEPRIVED
"We are nowhere near having
60 per cent associate and full professors and have not been near it
in recent years," they say.
Sperling, state AFT president
and Galm, SJS local president, cite
the California State Budget and
charge that 57 persons were needlessly deprived of promotion last
year and 180 persons were deprived this year.
"The argument that we have
reached the 60/40 ceiling cannot be
substantiated because the ratio last
year was 47.3/52.7 and this year
It is 50.1/49.9," they argue.
Galm and Sperling urge a pub-

Symphony Offers
Second Program
Three campus premieres will be
given tonight by the SJS Symphony Orchestra, in the second of
two performances of the semester.
The concert, free of charge, is at
8:15 in Concert Hall.
Dr. Gibson Walters, head of the
Music Department, will conduct
the orchestra. Assistant conductor
is Patrick Meierotto, associate professor of music. Piano soloist for
the Rachmaninoff piece is senior
music major Linda Lorren Pimentel. Beatrice Kout, senior music
major, will he flute soloist in the
Mozart composition.

TV Special
A special interview with ASB
president-elect John Bruckman will
be the feature film story on "SJS
Reports," a 30-minute television
news special at 8:30 on KNTV,
Channel 11.
The program, produced by the
SJS Radio-Television News Center, will also feature comments
about film of the SJS judo team
by coach Yosh Uchida and a look
at the costumes and events of International Week.

lie investigation of the current promotion procedure.
They contend that questions to
be raised include whether the Promotion Committee had been given
fiscal data upon which to base its
decision, whether instructions were
given to the committee by the
President of the Academic Council, and whether the committee
applied the same standards for promotions as the recommending departments.
INDECENCIES IN SYSTEM
The AFT profs contend, "Not
only are there glaring indecencies in the whole promotional system, but there are probably also
inequities within the various
schools."
Galm and Sperling cite that in
1964-65 and 1965-66 SJS used almost all the monies available for
promotions.
They state, "The current promotion list (1967-68) leaves an estimated $90,600 which is budgeted
and available for promotions but
will not be used.
"At an average cost of $500 per
promotion. approximately 180 persons are being deprived of promotions for which there is money in
the budget," the profs say.

out sufficient academic requirements.
Lack of information concerning
the legal and technical aspects
of the program was given as the
official reason for the abandonment. "It will be referred to the
next council with very positive
recommendations," Jerry Spolter.
ASB president asserted. He added,
It will probably become a very
good act once everything is worked
out."
WHIITTEN CONCERNED
Whitten expressed much concern over the possibility of any
future consideration but added his
confidence in the president-elect
John Bruclunan. "Although in his
campaign speeches Mr. Bruckman
indicated that students should not
be involved in so-called outside
issues but I believe what he meant
was problems such as Vietnam. I
feel a person as perceptive as he
will realize the inherent value and
necessity of such a program," he
added.
"I don’t understand the reasons
for council’s abandonment," Whitten lamented, "I was invited last
Monday to a meeting to explain
the entire program but I was the
only one who showed up." The
ex-representative further asserted
his constant availability to discuss
the legal and technical provisions.
HOPE FOR ACTION
There is, however, some hope of
immediate action by the new council which kicks off in two weeks.
Jeff Mullins, senior representativeelect and editor of the New Campus Wit, in a statement shortly
after council’s decision to discard
the issue said, "I will do all I can
to see that this bill is properly considered. I think it was the most
significant bill to reach the council
this year. It’s too bad it fell flat
on its face due to the irresponsibility of representatives who failed to
satisfy their committee obligations," he charged.

Author Views 1985 in Talk
On Managers Future Today
"Galaxy" magazine editor Frederik Pohl speaks this morning at
11:30 in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Attempting to project a look
into the future as if it were "a
view from a distant star," his lecture is entitled "The Age of the
Manager-1985."
"Science fiction has more or less
accurately predicted every significant advance in science and technology for the past generation
or so.
"But in almost every instance,
these predictions have in fact
fallen far short of the actuality,"
Pohl said in a recent interview.
The Institute of Industrial Relations, which is in the School of
Business, Is sponsoring the appearance of the 47-year-old editor.
Pohl has authored or co-authored
approximately 50 books
most
are science-fiction novels or short
story collections, plus several nonfiction books,
He has contributed to "Playboy"
and other magazines and has also
made 200 radio and TV appearances, including the "Johnny Carson" show.
His subject this morning is primarily aimed at business students.
He will give his ideas of some of
the problems companies will face
In 10 to 20 years and how these
factors may effect future businessmen.
Some of the issues he will cover
are population expectations, cybernetics, space travel, advanced

technology, and the Age of the
Manager.
In the last year he has addressed
undergraduates at M.I.T., the University of Toronto, Columbia,
Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute and
New York University.
Two of his books are now being
adapted into motion pictures and
have been translated into 22
languages.
He was born in New York City
and now lives in Red Bank, New
Jersey with his wife and four children.
There is no admission charge to
the lecture.

FREDERIK POHL
speaks today
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Nth ertising Manager

There once was a magician who dwelled
in the hills,
To his wife and five children lie fed
many pills;
Through the grass and the trees they
all scampered with glee,
Because daddy kept them "turned on"
with LSD.

Jack Groban

Editorial

Though papa’s bag of tricks was dusty
from non-use,
Funny things still happened in his little
mountain roost;
For breakfast each morn they ate
porridge that steamed,
And the family "tripped out," for mama
laced it with methadrine.

Let There Be Light!
Tower Hall is this college’s one I isible link with the past. It stands alone

4

in the center of campus, a symbol of
tradition at an institution where tradition is scarce.

Tradition is difficult to instill at a
; p ublic institution, which constantly expands. and replaces old buildings year
by year.
;
During the day we can look up to
Z Tower Hall for that dash of atrtmsz
phere missing among the plain, prac% .
a heal buildings at SJS. We can take

comfort in our sole symbol of continuity at this college.
But take a look at the tower at night.
All that can be seen during the evening hours is a gloomy mass, sillioutted darkly against the heavens. The
tower is dead and lifeless. Classrooms
are lit up all over, but the tower is
dark.
Cal has its Campanile, which shines
at night, a beacon above the college.
Couldn’t SJS invest a few dollars in
a light fixture for the tower belfry.
We’d like to see the light.
J.T.

After lunch everyday the brood strolled
in the woods,
With a picnic basket full of sugar cubes
that daddy told them was "good";
Groovy was the scene after lunch was
consumed,
As the kiddies "flew" home knowing
"din-din" was soon.
Everything was cool and "high" as a
kite,
Until daddy "freaked out" late last
Tuesday night;
He knelt in the road in the hard-driving
rain,
And the whole family knew he was
feeling no pain.

Executive Clemency

Thrust and Parry

Life-Death Judgment Stirs Mixed Emotions
’Reagan Replaces God
In Punishing Murderer’
Editor:
A little over a week ago, Governor Reagan
took a man’s life. He put a man to death while
Californians went quietly about their business.
Oh, he did it with our approval. He was
protecting us from an undesirable criminal.
He saved us from the thousands of dollars
it might have taken to feed him or rehabilitate
him. In a few minutes and a cloud of gas, society was rid of its problems. The American
maxim, "If you can’t solve it, kill it," applies
here. But what puzzles me is, they wouldn’t
even let the man have the dignity of killing
himself. But then again, Reagan could do it
better.
Certainly we all realise God is dead, but
when did Reagan take his place?
Susan Sale
A1801

Justice Is Measurable,
Incompatible With Mercy
Editor:
Mr. Kogon stated that he "could point out
the inconsistency between capital punishment
and the ideals of a civilized nation, which
rept esents humaneness, charity, understanding and tolerance." But he neglected to do so.
He merely assumed the inconsistency to be so

and assumed that his readers would also
assume it to be so.
In the typically non-thinking, loose-mouthed
fashion of journalistic writers who babble in
by-lined articles which take up page space in
the news reporting press, Mr. Kogon further
asserts that he could remind his opponents
that their God told them "Thou shalt not
kill." He assumes that the advocates of
capital punishment are all God-fearing Christians and therefore hypocritical. He also makes
the error of fusing Christian idealism with
civilization. Civilization, I must remind him,
did not begin with the Sermon on the Mount,
nor even with the walkout by Moses. The
civilizing character of Greek thought and
Roman law long existed before rustic sheepherding Christians discovered it. . .
The argument for capital punishment should
never be based upon the deterring issue. It
is of no importance whether capital punishment deters or does not deter crime. In a
civilized society killing is not only necessary
but honorable in two aspects: Self-defense and
the pursuit of justice -- which is the pursuit
of vengeance within the framework of the law.
One of the roles of an intellectual in society
is to make certain that the assessment of
values on the scale of justice is accurate;
that is, if you would allow me to speak
figuratively, he must make certain that the
eye that is to be extracted from the criminal
is of equal value to the eye of the criminal’s
victim. Only then will justice be enhanced.
Justice is impartial; it is measurable; and it is
incompatible with mercy. Justice dictates the
value that a convicted murderer has no claim

to life. He lost it the day he negated the life
of another...
Unlike Mr. Kogon, other men possessing
a measurable sense of justice do not get sick
over the executions of convicted murderers.
I suggest that Mr. Kogon’s suggestion that
the executions be televised may have profitable possibilities it could sell a lot of soap.
Douglas-Eugene Repose
A19820

’Man Who Tries to Kill
Is No Safer Than Killer’
Editor:
Something, It seems, can be gained by almost everything, and this includes television.
A couple of weeks ago, while being mesmerized by the brain washing, one-eyed monster,
I was watching for the first and last time,
that great comeback show, "Dragnet." The
plot was as follows:
A couple of degenerates, while being cited
for excess speed, attempted to murder the
officer citing them. One of the men pulled
out a shotgun and shot at point blank range
into the officer’s stomach. Naturally, they
caught the man responsible, after several
interjections as to the efficiency and allaround coolness of the Los Angeles Police
Department. The penalty was a stretch in
jail of no more than four years. So it is conceivable that these two men could be on the
streets in four years’ time.
Now then, if Jim Rauh is concerned, as

A Tribute to Dr. Gladys Gilmore
(EDITOR’S NOTE: The following tribute in
memory of the late Dr. Gladys Gilmore was
submitted to the Daly by her colleague,
Associate Professor Fauneil J. Rinn.)

hope you will open your column to
a few words about Dr. Gladys Gilmore,
professor of history, who died April 24
after an illness that had necessitated her
hospitalization for most of the last four
months.
Because half our students are new to
the campus each fall. there are many
Who missed the, opportunity of knowing
this ilmint and strikingly a Dract ive
wom a n whose learnedness and compelling presence made the study of
American history a vivid experience
for hundreds of students during leer 15
years here. She was away on sabbatical
all last year, and the condition of her
health last semester would not permit
her usual 300 per cent participation in
worthwhile aetivities on this campus.
The term "300 per cent" is not an
overstatement that grief has called forth
from a friend of seven years’ standing;
it is an entiely accurate description of
Gladys Gilmore’s customary way of
life. Such was the range of her intellect. interests, and energy and such was
the sureness of her direction and discipline that she was able to contribute full
measure to the area. of teaching and
student guidance, of research and publication, and of faculty responsibility
for quality in education at the depart,

ment, college, slate les els. A few examples will give the flavor of the totality of her contributions.
Dr. Gilmore counseled in her positive,
friend1)., and frank fashion with scores
from her heavily-enrolled courses. Grad-

DR. GLADYS GILMORE
uate students regarded her seminars in
social and intellectual history as high
points in their academic careers. She
thought that time spent in extra -curricular student activities was lime well
spent. ’throughout the years she went
often to Freshman Camp and to Spans.
camp and entered into the Asilomar

discussions with an enthusiasm so genuine that even the jaded envied it.
She chaired the committee that developed the Department of History’s
outstanding graduate curriculum. She
presented papers at professional meetings, was writing a monograph on the
history of the bracero program, and
last fall published "Readings in California History" which she edited with her
husband, Dr. N. Ray Gilmore of Monterey Peninsula College.
During her sabbatical year, her husband and she surveyed the American
studies programs in Latin American
universities. She was president of this
college’s Faculty C
at a time
when delicate negotiations for gaining
a policy-making voice for our faculty
were started and largely effected. She
represented SJS in state-wide groups
engaged in similar negotiations on the
wider academic scene.
Withal, her devotion and loyalty to
family and friends were unsurpassed,
and guests always found her home a
place of grace and charm.
Gladys Gilmore, was a pardigram for
teachers anywhere and any time. And
hers is a legaey of excellence that all
of its may draw on for the conduct of
our own lives.
Eat:tied .1. Rion
Associate Professor
Politica! Science

he seems to be, with who is allowed to run
free on the streets of our fair country, I would
have to ask him this: Is a man who attempts
to kill another person, but is unsuccessful,
any safer than a man who succeeds? Aaron
Mitchell shot a cop just the same as the man
on Dragnet, Aaron Mitchell died for it. The
man on Dragnet got a short pi ison term. The
only positive difference in their crimes was
that the officer Mitchell shot died. Thus, one
man is no safer on the streets than the other
man.
Mr. Rauh, think it over a bit. You have people all around you, who under circumstances,
will kill. If you take a life to show that killing
is wrong, you are not stopping murder, you
are joining it.
Please don’t base your position on the viewpoint of a killer (Purvis) because that is
exactly what it is, the viewpoint of a killer.
To place a man in the gas chamber is to
demonstrate to a criminal element what you
should already know, that society is not much
more virtuous than the criminal elements that
dwell within it. Example: Vietnam.
William R. Sides II
A6999

’Kogon Was Unaffected
By Death of Policeman’
Editor:
Ted S. Kogon surely has to be putting everyone on with his emotional catharsis on capital
punishment that appeared in Friday’s Spartan
Daily.
Mr. Kogon seems very put out that the
State of California killed a convicted murderer the other day. He was so affected, he
was "unable to argue rationally" and had
to "go find a hole to get sick in." Yet, what
is so amazing about Mr. Kogon is that he
doesn’t appear to be affected one iota by the
death of the policeman Mitchell was convicted
of killing. . .
And then he goes on to remind the state
that "Thou shalt not kill" doesn’t mean "Thou
shalt not kill except . . ." It’s too bad he
couldn’t have reminded Mitchell!
As for "finding a hole to get sick in," I
think Mr. Kogon already did. It was eight
inches by six inches and called "Guest Room."
Don Tisinger
AII7

’Eye for Eye’ Philosophy
’Much More Reasonable’
Editor:
I, along with the rest of the students, would
like to thank Sue Harriger. Her "Outcry"
on capital punishment is in the same sane
tradition as her previous columns on Jonah’s
Wail and Vietnam.
How comforting it Is to have responsible
citizens, like Sue, in the position of knowing
the "right" man to kill. Thank God, Sue
knows when a crime is "so terrible, cold
blooded, or premeditated," -- I’ve never been
quite sure.
Sue is obviously the "kick in the rear" that
people, who believe in outdated maxims like
"Thou shalt not kill," need. Sue is definitely
right; the "eye for an eye .. ." philosophy is
so much more reasonable
and easier to put
into practice too.
I’m going to sleep an hour longer every
morning knowing that intelligent people, like
Sue, are working long into the night, cleaning
up the "vomit," and condemning people I do
not understand. Besides, if Sue saves me
some money, I’m all for it.
ehrintophor Kary
A11264

As the tykes romped with the "dragon,"
leaping in bounds,
Daddy looked toward the clouds without
muttering a sound;
All of a sudden there were strangers
dressed in blue,
Who had come to take daddy to the
six by six zoo.
The boys with the badges knew not what
to say.
As sky-gazing daddy said, "I can see
the Resurrection taking place today";
When the cops asked the kiddies,
"Where’s your mother so sweet?"
The little ones replied, "She’s back at
the shack, daddy shot her last week."
Mom and dad are in jail now, their
"trip" is all over,
So there’s no more "acid" to spike
the kids’ soda:
No one can get "toked," ’cause the "pot"
is all smoked,
And the law took the pills that cured
everyone’s ills.
Now cabin and cupboard with the
goodies are bare,
So there’s a moral to the story as seen
by a "square";
Go ahead and blow "grass," use LSD
if it’s appeasin’,
But don’t give it to your kids if you
haven’t reached the age of reason.

Pywacket
By JIM BREWER
Somehow, there still seems to be enough
clods in this state who believe that
among those certain inalianable rights
we’ve all been endowed with, is the power
to take a human life. Since most of these
"good citizens" are also good churchgoers,
I wonder why they haven’t learned who
is supposed to make that life and death
decision?
Of course, it is rather expensive to keep
a man alive for a quarter century. But,
according to one past warden of San
Quentin, it’s more expensive to execute
a prisoner, considering the costs of appeals, extra guards and attendants, and
maintenance of that tank than it is to keep
him on life Row indefinitely.
So Ronnie, here’s a suggestion for your
economy drive this year ...
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U.S.-U.N. Work To Curb Birth Rate

A FLYING LEAP One of
the Don Cossack dancers performed
the -Cossack Dance" before an overflow crowd in Morris Dailey
Auditorium Tuesday night. The ensemble of 24 uniformed White
Russians presented a program of Russian church music and soldier
and folk songs.

Don Cossack Dancers
’Delight’ SJS Audience
By BARBARA KYNE
Fine Arts Editor
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:a the benefits from aid are .1,
Unless
hy
growth.
population
ler progress is made in control
programs. even massive aid will
I’ relatively ineffective in raising
living standards in many underlevel, tied countries."
Working with the United States
in curbing world population, the
:United Nations’ goal is to cut the
40,1000 bilth rate to 25/1000 in
10 years or less. The U.N. is utilizing a program of providing birth
ontrol devices, education and ChN,minat ion to needy nations.
Funding for the program will be
S200 million for five years with
assistance from UNICEF, bilateral
:1 and private organizations.
’Delay in reducing rates of pop -

ulation grovith in older to wait
for ’modernization’ may pi e:y ent I
Its es en coining," according is, pop -1
ulat ion reports. Statisties show
that a 50 per cent reduction in the
birth rale in 30 years would :aid
40 per cent to the income pen
consumes’ and with a more sapid
production there will be fa.ter

We !lave a Complete
celection qant citipt4
at
jostler

benefits for consumers.
Problems of attitude, historical
family considerations, personal factors, communication and organization must be solved within the entire scope of population decrease.
"Smola’ only to the search for
twacc, it is humanity’s greatest
said President Johnson.
ch.illcn.
Vr

The Peace Corps is
5 years old!
Who cares?
53 underdeveloped
countries.

s W.

See your Peace Corps recruiter

TOWN AND
COUNTRY VILLAGE

The Russians came the other
night, much to the delight of
everyone.
The Original Don Cos sack
Chorus and Dancers, led by "mighty mouse" Serge Jaroff, all of 4
feet 10 inches, paraded onto the
stage of Morris Dailey Auditorium
and provided two and a half hours
of magnificent entertainment.
In their black Cossack garb the
The director of the "biggest Costwo dozen Slavic Paul Bunyans sack singers in captivity" directs in
(with a few exeeptiensi, sang a unique style. With his back to
everything from "The First Psalm the audience Jaroff does not seem
to be conducting at all. There is no
display of flailing arms, except at
the beginning and ending of each
number.
In NEW YORK Stalin’s daughter, Svetlana Alliluyeva, accused
her father’s successor’s of equal
guilt for crimes they charged him
with .
. about 200 Howard University students, in WASHINGTON, stormed disciplinary committee meeting, ripping out door.
Howard is a Negro University ...
also in WASHINGTON, Sec. Def.
McNamara said increasing hostile
MIG’s prompted American decision
to bomb N. Viet airfields. . . .
SAIGON reports Yank bombers
destroyed supply .bridge from Red
China . . . LF3J flew home from
BONN funeral of Konrad Aden suer yesterday ... trial of Dr. Carl
Coppolino continues in NAPLES.
Florida .
Gen Westmoreland, in
COLUMBIA, S.C, told audience
that Negro t tamps in Vietnam
"have been inspirational to me"
. . . Local notes: in 0A141.AND.
World Airways is asking government permission to fly jet service
.
to N.Y. for $79 one-way
Compiled from AP

Holding his hands close to his
chest, the petit maestro points a
finger, turns a palm up or down,
lifts an eyebrow, frowns or smiles,
and these gestures get trigger responses from the Mantic singers -anything from it whisper to a
giggle to a crashing crescendo!
A standing ovation at the conclusion of the concert resulted in
the ensemble entrancing the audience for a few more minutes.

Saturday Co-Rec
Fall Position Open
Applictions for student director
of Saturday Co-Rec for the fall
semester are available in the College Union.
Interested juniors and seniors
may fill out the applications. Deadline is Friday. May 5.
The positon is open to any major for $2 an hour, according to
John Gatos, the present Saturday
Co-Rec director.
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WHY
WE
CARRY
C-7-i ins
There’s more than fabric superiority in Gant. In addition, "needled -into the warp and woof of every Gant
shirt" there’s flair -fit show
three vital inherents that make all the difference when a man wears
a Gant.
We chose Gant because they take shirt making seriously. They’re hard to please (like we are) when it
comes to fit of collar, its roll, its profilehow much
it shows above the suit collar. They’re fastidious
about the way the body of the shirt drapes and folds.
All must integrate to achieve that viable ingredient
which gives comfort and aplomb. In substance, Gant
shirts are keyed to the discerning tastes of well
groomed men who appreciate quality. These men are
our customers.
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Tiger-bright, zephyr-light Safari Plaid Oxford
...exclusively GANT.
When the going’s hot, the tiger in this jungle -bright
Safari Plaid Oxford button-down is coolit refuses to wilt.
Tailored with singular precisiontypically GantSafari Plaid
Cotton Oxford comes in a caravan of primitive colors.
Tapered Hugger body. About $9 at discerning stores,

TRADITIONAL CLOTHIERS
:213-3352
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lay, ’Thursday, anti I. rpla% night ’mill 9:30
419 Town & Country illage

1ES I-1 I Fe

today

or tomorrow in the cafeteria.

of David" to "Moscow Nights."
Their voices cover an almost incredible range. The bases can descend to A below low C’ and the
tenors can hit G above high C.
One of the more jovial of the
singers produced continued laughter from the capacity house by
his whistles, cat calls and girlish
laughter, and by simulating the
sound of horses’ hoofs by clucking
his tongue.

World -Wide I

L."

By sUE HAMMIER
or badly fed
or both.
Spartan Daily Investigative Writer
According to the report about
More frightening than the threat 10,000 people, mostly children, die
of all-out war, inure deadly than each day from undernutrition intl
incurable pestilence and more ter_ malnutrition. Malnutrition not only
rifying than death itself, the kills, but it cripples individuals
world’s population explosion may both physically and mentally.
According to natutal rates of
soon complete a modern session
population increase by regions in
of the legendary Atavalypse.
In a special report recently is - the world, statistics show that the
sued by the U.S. Department of United States, if it continues at its
State on the tiopulation problem, present rate of glowth, will take
experts say that if world growth 46.2 years to double in population.
continues at its present rate the But in the imairer and lower,"’population will nearly double by manic areas in the world such a
Africa, Asia and South Amerb.:
the year 2,000.
I the time required to double
"We Americans must face
only approximately 25 years.
sobering fact: most of the world’s 1
,
l’ne .7it‘TI:i
er.;11 Itrbi I I, ,r
population is losing the battle to j
feed itself. And if present trends
continue we can now see the. point
at which even out own vast pro -1
ductie resources, including the!
millions of acres of farm lands
that we now hold in reserve, will
not be sufficient to meet the requirements of humans for food,"
said President Johnson, in the report.
As far as the situation of population and food is concerned, there
are more hungry people than ever
CAMPUS SHOP
befote and about one-half of the
3rd & SAN FERNANDO
world’s people are either underfed
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Phone 297-0920
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72 S. Finit St.

won its 11th straight On,
iiithout a loss Tuesday as
.,stwood led a closo 111., in over Santa Chirii
Valley Country Club.
leading throughout the
the Spartans got their bigscare of the match on the
ii hole when three of the six
adieu Bronco team scored eagles
, the par-five hole.
..,st wood toured the par 72
with a three under 69 to
-

RINGS

DiAMONO

Spartababes
Finish Season
Von are cordially invited to visit our Bridal Registry and
see our 22 new patterns in chinaware. featuring:

Fine China

Crystal

Sientware

by

Syracuse

Ilolmegaard

!Lola

front Sweden.

Mailer
dieweltr4
72 S. First St.

Weiftgate Shopping Center

San Jose

IWO Saratoga Ave.

Phone 29741920

Phone 379-3051

living to end a disappointing
init rain prolonged season on a
winning note, the SJS freshman
baseball team completes its schedule tomorrow playing the Stanford
ft eshmen on Spat tan field at 3 p.m.
Southpaw Jay Eike, who has
pitched some fine games against
Stanford, including a 2-0 10-inning
win at Stanford, will start today.
The victory is the only league win
for the Spartababes.
Yesterday the Spartahabes met
the University of California fresh
in a douhleheader in Berkeley.
Tee,day the University of San
I
eo freshmen came from be’ a i to defeat Eike and the Spar.
5-4 on Spat tan Field. The
was lie. 15th of the year for
which has won two.

You ean enjoy eight magic
(lays in MEXICO!
The siestas and the sun. the fiestas and the fun
of romantic Mexico ran be yOUN UltIl till, exciting offer:
Trip Includes:

$225 total

Front San Francisco

Hound trip air fare
Three nights in Mexico City, one in
Tam. and one in .1eupulcis
Hotel accommodations :mil sightseeing

Si. Claire .rave/ Service
74 W. San Carlos
Phone 297-1700

219 Town & Country Village
Phone 2414100
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Abbreviated Track Team
Set for Mt. SAC Relays
By JIM STREET
Spartan Dally sports Editor
An abbreviated squad of SJS
tracksters will perform "all-out"
Saturday when they compete in
the Mt. SAC Relays at Mt. San
Antonio College in Walnut.
This was the word from coach
Bud Winter as he prepares his
troops for a busy final month of
track action prior to the NCAA
championships.
For the first time since the
opening of the outdoor season,
the Spartans’ undefeated mile
relay team will get a chance to
go record hunting,
Paced by the finishes of Lee
Evans and Tommie Smith, SJS
finds itself faced with having
regular member John Bambury
absent ftorn the action.
A pulled leg muscle incurred
two weeks ago in Lemoore will
keep the speedster sidelined again
this week, so Winter is planning
to substitute Bob Talmadge in
Bambury’s place.
The move proved to be a good
one last week at Cal as the reclhaired sophomore runner established all-time bests in both the
mile and 440 relays.
Ken Shackelford will handle
the leadoff chores in the mile
relay as he has done all year.
Evans will run in third place
with five-time would champion
Smith bringing up the final leg
as anchor rnan.
If the weather conditions are
right in Walnut, the Spartans
will be set for a record performance in the 880 relay. Bob
Griffin is scheduled to open the
tandem, but last week he pulled
up with an injured leg and may
not make the trip. If that’s the
case, Talmadge will be lifted
into Gelffin’s position in either
the leadoff or second place runner.
Shackelford, Evans and Smith

will complete the team which
has a best in the event of 1:23.7.
The final event for the SJS
sprinters will come in the 440
relay. Smith is a tentative entrant, as is Griffin. If that pair
doesn’t compete, Talmadge and
Shackelford will become entrants.
Shackelford is also entered in
the intermediate hurdles, hut
he may save his strength for the
relay reaces and pass up the
hurdles. Rickey Rogets is slated
for action in the high hurdles
and will take a 14.2 time as his
best into the competition.
In the distance and field
events, the Spartans are set to
send their best in each category. Randy Raus will put the
shot, Bob Twelvetrees is set for
the discus, Dwight Tucker and
Bill Fowler in the triple jump,
Rogers and Ellis Williams, long
jump, Rich Arcide, javelin and
Chris Papanicoloau in the pole
vault.
Papanicoloau enjoyed his best
afternoon of the outdoor season
last week in clearing 16-51.4u in
Berkeley.
Only four distance runners
will make the trip, but they will
be entered in the most grueling
races of the meet. Rich Klernmer
will compete in the crowd -pleasing steeple chase, which is 3,000
meters, while Rill Langdon and
freshman star Ralph Gaines will
run the 5,000 meters.
In his only attempt at the distance this year, Langdon broke
the school record by more than
30 seconds.
Rounding out the Spartan entrees will be Byron Lowry in
the 10,000 meters, After being
sidelined the early part of the
season because of illness, Lowry
has shown he is ready to run
with the best the last two
weeks.
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With a chance to even their record at the .500 mark, the Spartans
next took on UOP, a team they
had beaten twice previousls, itu
Stockton, and managed to ruin
two fine pitching performances
with poor hitting.
Rod Christansen hurled a four
hitter in the first game, but lost

, 3-2, and Mike Sharnony suffered
a similar fate in a three hit evening performance. The score was
2-1.
Tuesday the Spartans reached
what they hope is their hittint:
nadir when they got only two hits
against Stanford in an 8-0
Charlie Nave got both Spartan
hits.
Even more discouraging than the
lack of safeties was the Spartans
inability to push across runs already in scoring position.
Against the Tribe the SJS team
put 12 men on base on Nave’s two
hits, three Stanford errors and
seven walks. Eleven of the base runners were left stranded and one
was picked -off at second base.

SPARTAN
SPECIAL
DINNER

Furnished
I- and 2 -Bedroom
Apartments

Served every night

from

STEAK
RIGATONI
GARLIC BREAD
$1.92

$90

WALNUT GROVE
APARTMENTS

MANNY’S

CELLAR
75 W. St. John

Only savn minutes from
campus by car.

286-5990

call

Mon.-Thurs.: 5-9 p.m.
Fci.-Sat.: 5-10 p.m.

297.1430 or 253-2213

SALE
59 OR 2/$1

ga STOREO
OPEN

Mon.-Thurs. 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Fri. and Set. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

JET TO EUROPE
THIS SUMMER

EUROPE
’67
$399
From

5611D
Wav.06"

agn:Hee lic4Ne.

maw am Raw 0,14.

$

The SJS hitting drought actually
started in a doubleheader win over
St. Mary’s. Making. use of the long
ball for the first time this season,
the Spartans beat the Gaels 5-3
in the first game, although they
got only three hits.
The SJS team managed only
live hits in the second contest,
but one was a game winning home
run by John 13essit.
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pace the Spartan linksters. Tom
O’Kane turned in a fine 71 round
By JOHN JAIL hs,oN
and Ross Randall a par 72. Craig
Spartan Daily Spurts Writer
Harmon and Dick McClean closed
The "hit -hunting" SJS baseball
with 73’s and Ken Slasor canted a
team is back in Municipal Stadium
78 to round out the SJS scores.
today looking for a cure for its
"Everyone really wanted this
suddenly impotent batting attack.
win," Vroom said, "but the Stan and also a win over California
ford match is the severest of the
State at Hayward. The game beseason. gins at 3 p.m.
The Spartans own one win over
Yesterday the Spartans played
the Indians this season, out it was USF in a doubleheader in San
a tough 16’s-10,2 verdict on SJS’ Francisco. Results will appear in
home Almaden Country Club,
tomorrow’s Daily.
Neil Woodruff paced the Bronco
The Spartans have played Hay golfers by defeating SJS’ No. 1 ward once before
this year. beat player Randall, but the overall ing the Pioneers 2-0 on a one hit
balance of the Spartans was the pitching effort by Bob Holmes in
deciding factor.
Hayward.
It was the first win since 1964
Pitching, and slim hitting
over the Santa Clarans on their has been the uniform of the day
home course for SJS--a season in for the Spartans in recent games.
which SJS went through uncle- In their last five games the Sparfeatecl.
tans have averaged only four hits
Tomorrow’s match on the Stan- per contest, and have lost three
ford University golf course will straight to push their season’s
mark to eight wins. 13 losses.
start at 1 p.m.

FROM $145

CALAIS
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Streak Goes to ii Back to Hunting Grounds
For SJS Golfers SJS Nine Comes Home
The "big test" conies tomoia,,,
the SJS golf team and it is
I the start of final exams.
’Mat is the way roach Jerry
an describes the Spartans’
it to Stanford and the final
I match of the season
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JET ROUND TRIP
CHARTERED FLIGHT
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL
A thia juicy
3 jumbo

state college students, faculty and their immediato familia%)
,os Angles to London:
via 707 Jet

ham steak

eggs cooked to

your order

horn Oakland in Brussels:
via 707 Jet ($437)

A hearty serving of hash brown
potatoes
2

slices

of buttered toast

with jelly

A steaming cup of fresh -brewed
coffee

$1.55
Take your late-night study break at

the hungry howe
610 Coleman Ave.
open 24 hours

June 13-Sept. 5
June 17-Aug. 29

From San Francisco
to Madrid, London or Pris:
($476.50) Group flight.

June 20Aug. 30

From San Francisco
to Madrid, London or Paris:
($476.50) Group flight.

June 15Sept. 6

Call or Write

Air and land arrangements by:

Prof. David Mage
1526 Arbutus Dr., S.J.
264-9275

after 8

p.m.

SAN JOSE TRAVEL
223 S. First St., S.J.
297-8000

Not state college sponsored or controlled.
Please send m information on charter flights to Europa.
Name
Address
City
Phone

SERVICE

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

fetorsM

Thnrsdny. Anril

Tennis Club Tackles
Santa Clara Broncs

RENTALS
LOW AS
20e a day

Qrlr:Tvc nturv--5

1,1117

IIntramural Announcements I

SOFTBAI.I.
Three comes::: were played Toes.,.1.01. John , day, ATO over Sigma Mu 11-3.
A no-hit game l
Cruz, backed by a 14 -run attack Theta Chi topped Sigma Alpha
gave Theta Chi a 14-1 win ea cr Epsilon 11-1. and Sigma Nu dohTheta Xi in Tuesday’s Fraternity Iber-d Sigma Pi Epsilon 13-0. Mike
League fast pitch action. Mike Rodsater pitched a one -hitter to
Riley sparked the victory with a pace the Theta Chi win.
second inning home run.
Independent League fast pitch
Other fast pitch results were results for Monday were: Red
Sigma Pi Epsilon over Sigma Chi Ifursle 16 Della Sigma Phi No. 2
10-5, Delta Upsilon edged Sigma 10. Me and Them 7 ATO No. 2 0,
Alpha Epsilon 8-7, Lambda Chi Grass Menageriell Mozarts MaAlpha trounced Delta Sigma Phi rauders 10, Phi Mu Chi 13 Circle
8-1, Sigma Nu downed Pi Kappa K 12 LP’s 17 Moulder Hall 4, arid
Alpha 5-4, and Alpha Tau Omega the Fruits won by forfeit as
TIoNv
I
bopped Kappa si,4111.1
e.Crrel.
exCer"..0" ..e.0130‘,..Ce..100009:e

The Spartan racketeers hope to
Butch Krikorian’s Sports have
successfully climax their dual- topped the Broncos once already
match season this afternoon at this year.
2:30 when they play host to the
Tuesday afternoon SJS was shut
University of Santa Clara .
out by Stanford 9-0, as only two
Spartans were able to even in a
set in singles competition.
Greg Shepherd was dumped in
the No. 1 singles match, 6-2, 6-2,
by the Tribes Brian Leek.
Gordy Miller and Mary Parsons
were the only Spartans able to
extend their opponents into three
sets.
Krikorian will send his normal
starting six, Shephard, Miller, Parsons, Steve Jones, Mike Price and
Yosh DeGuchi, into battle this
afternoon.
Next week the Spartans play in
the California State Championships and entertain the WCAC
Tourney.

Typewriters
Values That
Cement Our
Relationships

Tr

Round The Clock
30 E. Santa Clara
Budget Dinner Special

STEAK SANDWICH
ON FRENCH BREAD
TOSSED GREEN SALAD
FRENCH FRIES
$1.30

$18 for three

Booters Vs.

months minimum
New and Used
Most Makes
Most Models

4

Alumni Club

Modern Office -Machines
124 E. San Fernando
293-5283

293-4588

Undercover the secret of a lovely
evening ... in a sleeveless cotton and rayon
brocade with deep V -back. Scissor
pleated and self-buttoned. Black, white
or ice blue. Sizes 5 to 15 $28.00

7-

Ready to combat a talent-laden
Alumni squad with a youthful, but
also proven group of athletes,
Spartan soccer coach Julio Menendez sends his kickers into battle
tomorrow evening in the annual
Alumni contest at Spartan Stadium at 8 p.m.
Featuring Joe Battaglini, who
scored four goals in last year’s 7-4
Alumni win, plus four players off
of last year’s varsity squad, the
former Spartan greats will be a
stern challenge for the 1967 team.
1966 SJS varsity players competing for the Alumni include first
team All-American Steve Locci,
Mani Gonzalez, Joe Sermel, and
Gordon Millen.
Other Alumni squad members
will be Al Korbus, also a first team
All-American in 1964 and responsible for two goals in last year’s
game, Battaglini, Efrok Akpan,
Dietmar Demeter, Tony Zanotto,
Calin Lindores, Bob Salazar, Valdis Svans and Mario Mangiola.
All of these players were outstanding competitors for SJS according to Menendez, and have
been playing on Sunday league
teams around the Bay area, so
they will be in top condition.
Speaking of his own team, "We
have not had the amount of practice this is needed to play the
Alumni at this point because of
the rain, and we are only at the
half-way point in perfecting our
play," Menendez pointed out.
Nevertheless, the Spartans will
field an experienced and capable
team with such stalwarts as AllAmerican Henry Camacho and
goalie Frank Mangiola.

EUROPE
ONE WAY

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS
Paris to San Francisco
August 2 & August 4, 1967
San Francisco to Paris or Brussels
August 31 & September 3, 1967
A limited number of spaces is
available for faculty, staff,
students of the California Strife
Colleges

.o.L,ts

Fare: $225 one way
Tan included
For information:
Office of International Programs
The California State Colleges
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, Californi 94132

ctuart:41
Downtown
161 S. First St.
Open Thursday nights
until 9:30

Volley Fair
Open five nights
until 9:30

NOTE: Flights are designed to
take students to Europe for th
academic yearthis is not
round-trip flight to Europe.

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

LEE EVANS
...suffers

OPEN 24 DM PS
4000000000Cee
10000000000Cer.e.e..030:444cCesCesze
knee injury

Millers Steak House
165 W. Santa Clara

Football Coach Looks
For Desire, Sacrifice
By DENNIS ANSTINE
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
The importance of desire and
personal sacrifices is a must for
any athlete if he wishes to excel!,
but the necessity of the attributes
are multiplied when the success of
a team sport such as football is
involved.
In the midst of spring practice,
with a team that has the potential
of being one of SJS’ top grid teams
in recent years, head coach Harry
Anderson is faced with the ageold task that has plagued coaches
for years --to get the most out of
the available material.
Referring to the 1967 squad, "If
our players will became fanatics
and make football the most important segment of their live’s during the season, we’ll have an excellent squad. But this is the kind
of desire we will need to have a
successful 1967 season because of a
rugged schedule," Anderson replied.
With the May 6 Alumni game
drawing near, the Spartans will
stage their initial scrimmage under
game conditions, Saturday morning at 9:30 in Spartan Stadium.
If the Stadium field is too damp,
the session will shift to the South
Campus practice field.
MENTAL ERRORS
Individually, Anderson has nothing but praise for his athletes, but
was more critical of their playing
as a team. "We must eliminate
many of the mental errors and
begin to play more as a polished
team instead of individuals," the
Spartan mentor declared.
One of the main factors for this
lack of teamwork is an abundance
of freshmen and junior college
transfers on the squad. Thus, the
club should show improvement as
the rookies become more knowledgeable of the plays and other
players.
Also, a wave of injuries has sidelined key players, placing additional pressure on many of the inexperienced gridders. Only two of
the injuries are rated as serious,
but three or four athletes may
mks the remainder of spring prac-

tice.
KNEE OPERATION
Split end Mike Tompkins is out
for the spring and possibly next
fall with a battered knee. The
knee was operated on and the 6-3,
200-pound senior will begin working out to stregnthen it for September.
First team tackle Lee Evans
and end Jim Meyers also suffered knee injuries and may be
out. for the l’est of spring practice. Meyers has also been operated on.
Other Spartans missing practice
*raw

"The New
Wineskin"

College Student Center

10th & San Fernando Streets
is-I’re the at,,,
CASUAL
Students enjoy coffee and conversation in our modern lounge.

QUIET

Our study rooms provide an excellent place for concentrated
study.

LIVELY

u, of pool and ping pang tables
and qymnasiorn,
STIMULATING

Watch for our Thursday and Sunday night programs.
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME
So" -Mideleht Mon. to There.
il am. -I en,. Fri. & Set.

..rze

because of various ailments are
Jamie Townsend and Roy Hall
with the flu, and Canrad Pharr
with a bruised back. Senior quarterback Bill Casey has dropped out
of school because of draft board
pressure.
Anderson praised All-American
quarterback candidate Danny Holman for his progress towards becoming a complete quarterback.
"Danny has improved on his faking
and ball handling, and his passing
has.been just as accurate and consistent as it was last year."
INSPIRED PLAY
Evan’s play this spring before
his injury also impressed Anderson,
as the 6-1, 245-pound senior’s
switch from tackle to guard and
has been termed "highly successful."
"Lee has been playing inspired
football this spring and if he is
healthy next fall he can be one
of the top linemen on the West
Coast," Anderson stated.
The defensive units have begun
to play with more teamwork and
desire, and defensive end Jack
Brubaker is one of the gridders
responsible for this.

MIJ1

Budget Dinner Special
SMALL DINNER STEAK
SOUP OR SALAD
POTATOES
FRENCH BREAD
$1.40
VEGETABLE

OPEN 24 HOURS

...e.e4LoCe

SCREEN SCENES
:j.nktnalicnal

Emma

BURBANK

552 S. Bascom
San Jobe
295-7238

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT

44 1966M
U. Cr p

44,4

JET
NEW YORK

:
44!Si%.

Leave June 17
from Oakland

Michelangelo Antaniani’s

first English langua7,e fi!m

non stop-one way

Vorr

Vanessa Redgrave

GIVTI-UP

$8940 tin:

David Hemmings
Sarah Wes

A CARLO PONTI PRODUCTION

Special charter for students,
faculty and their immediate
families.

[ coma

AP

P,,Airetic Co., ’0. Pals.
r.led for rya,

Call-297-8000
Exclusive Engagement
250 SMASH WEEK
291303
1433 THE ALAMEDA
AWARDS
ACADEMY
WINNER OF 2

Prof. David Maga
c/o San Jose Travel

223 S. 1st St.
San Jose

Service

"BEST STORY -SCREENPLAY"

BEST FORLION FILMDU
AgICTVS

"A MAN AND A WOMAN"

Careless Guitar Buyers
Have a Lot of Luck.
All Bad!
Knowledgeable buyers insist on quality and like a dealer
who is fussy enough to deliver the best instrument poscible for
the price asked.
Not all knowledgeable instrument bur.,s trade with us,
but it’s surprising how many of them do.

q/p)
I 1/ AA_ my/ ittittile
810

Town &

Building 9

Country Village

Isom- ft.s4

r

r

Spartaguide

Job Interviews
TODAY

MONDAY, MAY 1

HALF - SLEEVE
SPORT SHIRTS

Camp Fire Citric Recreation,
Angel Flight, 7 p.m., EVA
liberal arts, education and home
field
Air
Filter ROTC, 12:30 p.m.,
wanted
for
majors
einorairuies
directors and district tie executive CH235. A Red China film will be
shown.
directors.
4’hubb and Son. Liberal arts,
Oxford Union Debate, 3:45 p.m.,
business or related majors wanted Women’s Gym. Topic: "Women Are
for underwriting trainees.
Superior to Men."
Pillsbury Company. Business adSigma Mu Tuic 1:30 p.m., 5326.
ministration, marketing and merchandising majors wanted for sales All medical technical and micropositions with future in manage- biology majors invited.
ment and marketing.
City and County of San FrancisCO. 01/11, eleeteieUi and mechanical
engineering majors wanted fur junior civil, electrical and mechanical
engineering positions.
Dean Witter and Company. Business majors wanted for sales positions.
Union f’arbide, Consunwr Products Division. Business administration, marketing-sales and related
majors wanted for sales representatives.

Vaughn’s spring and summer collection of halfsleeve, buttondoan sport
shirts consists of permanent
press fabrics . . . solids,
plaids, stripes, checks anil
prints-traditional in every
detail.
Made to retail from
595 to 8.95

PAUL’S CYCLES

VAUGHN
DISCOUNT PRICE

8187
from

13

to

Rediscover Cycling

C82
J
50

UGIIft

tion has awarded an 88,000 grant
to SJS to finance an in-service institute in principles of biochemistry for secondary school teachers.
Dr. Ronald S. Watanabe, associate professor of chemistry, and
his assistant, Dr. Leon A. Kelley,
professor of chemistry, will conduct the project during the 1967-68
academic year.
Watanabe says the program is ,
designed to bring high school
teachers up to date on the rapid
changes in the numerous fields of
science.
Labs, lectures, classes, and demonstrations twice a week form the
working bulk of the project.

Attention Art Students

AT SATHER GATE

UsINLH5171. MEN’, SI101,
is ,I4VICISCO, SMILEY LOS 0,4.15*1 SLMU
MO ALIO, SAIS /OW SACRIMI
SUGOIS

125 S. FOURTH

Special on Clear Casting Resin

Pints .89
Quarts $1.44
Gallons $3.95

Pabco Paint Mart

SAN JOSE

-4)

The National Science Founda-

SALES
RENTALS
SERVICE

DARR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME
0isCOUN1 uN ALL ME RC

Joy

(4-

Ask for
Al MacInnes
563 E.
Santa Clara
293-5393

Open until
530 p.m. Daily
Sat., until I p.m.
Free Parking

President’s conference
Tower hall.

room

in

Raptixt Student II Mon, 7:30 p.m.,
M1(234.
TOMORROW
Associated Women’s Students,
9:30 to 2:30 p.m., Seventh Street
booth. A Mother’s Day flower and
candy sale booth will be operating
through next week.

Tau Delta Phi, all day, tables by
11111.4, 8 p.m., Jewish Community (’enter. A Warsaw ghetto Women’s Gym. Open air-bringyour-own picnic. All are welcome
speaker will lecture.
to participate.
Indian students. 3:15 p.m..
International Food Bazaar, 11
CFI149. Professor Ellefson of the
geography department wil speak a.m., Seventh Street. Food from
around the world will be featured.
and show slides of India.
Entertainment will be given.
Sparta Sabres, 9:30, Bavarian
ICSC-International Ball, 9 p.m.,
Room of the Garden City Hofbrau.
Starlight Ballroom. International
Pledges should attend.
dress is encouraged.
German Table. noon. southwest
Spartan TH-C, Spartan Tri-C
corner of the Cafeteria
House. At 9:45 am., a morning
seminar will be given and at 5:45,
an evening seminar.

NSF To Finance
Science Institute

1435 Alameda
Phone 2934764

’AROTC Tests Set
Parents Day Committee, 6 p.m., For Sophomores

XEROX’ 1’ COPIES
10c each

SCREEN
SCENES
STUDIO
396 South First

292-6771

"DOCTOR YOU’VE GOT
TO BE KIDDING"
plus
"PENELOPE"
Student Discount Rates

TROPICAIRE

N. Scrum

1969 Alum Rock
Wild Angels Are Back In
"THUNDER ALLEY"
plus
"EASY COME-EASY GO"

(etudent rates)

TROPICAIRE

THINKING ABOUT
SALES MANAGEMENT?
If you are a college graduate, our Management Development
program may be the opportunity you have been looking for.
This is not a mass training program in which trainees will be
screened after graduation to decide who will and who will not
make good managers. We are looking for one man who will work
in the San Jose area toward the top levels in Sales Management
with three recent graduates of San Jose State. This two year
program, with a company that ranks in the top ten in its industry,
features first year salary of $6,600 to $7,200 plus cash incentive
bonuses of $1,250 to $2,500, while you learn the technical aspects of life insurance, how to sell effectively, and agency management. If you are interested, see our representative, Tom
Kasche,

S. Screen

1969 Alum Rock

on campus, Wednesday, May 3,

"DEADLIER THAN THE MALE"
Let* model standard
New portables
Rental -purchase
Free dliviory

or write

plus

let

us help you conic out

Amazing
come in

over-grogged
of the fog.

Conservationists
To Hold Panel
On Park Plan

specials are on our shelves

and buy: hut don’t help yourselves.

Corea! Hair products just arrived

It will be Smokey the Bear ver-

Those dark roots will come alive.

sus the Governor when the Sierra
Club, California conservation

catch a cold in this rainy weather?
We have the medicine. let’s get together.

group, sponsors a panel discussion
on the Northern California Park

Did you

S. W. Schember Agency
Aetna Life & Casualty

Drive
In
Alma & Vine

EL RANCHO
294-2041

Prescriptions

Edh

filled from 9 a.m. until III p.m. daily.

College Pharmacy

formerly Armstrong’s
10t1i & William

292-5502
in.6

96 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
295-6765

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Proposal Friday night at S p.m. in ATTENTION AYN RAND ADMIRERS:
Is there a discussion group on campus?
;t not, I am forming one. Please contact
Dr. J. Michael McCloskey, con- A. M. Jepson, 656-3420.
servation director of the club, will LEARN GREEK LANGUAGE and cal.
debate the present Redwood situa- tare! From Angelo Alexander. 8 lessons,
tion with Norman B. Livermore, $1.75. Call 377-1059 or 377-6085.
Governor Ronald Reagan’s Cali- $245 ROUND TRIP JET New York-Lon21.
fornia Administratior of Resources. don !tee 15 Epp -ember 6 and June
September I I. M. French 17141 629-4991
An ecologist, a member of a or write for information c/o 9875 Santa
lumber company, and a representa- Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills,
tive from the Save The Redwoods
AUTOMOTIVE 121
League are scheduled to participate in the four-man panel debate.
’61 NORTON MANX-MAN motorcycle,
650 SS. Mild loud. A.I. $450. Must sell.
739.6539.
AUSTIN COOPER S. ’67. Fully-equipped.
Blue & white. Blauplunk radio. Best offer.
Phone 379-3151 after 6 p.m.
’55 BUICK AUTOMATIC. Runs well, new
tires, good transportation. Best offer, call
Bob 286-6131.
’63 FORD GALAXIE 2 door. V-8,
shift. Power Steering & Brakes. Very
clean. $1.000. Call 295-2916.
’62 VW BUS. Radio and heater. Great
condition. Must sell. $700 or best offer.
297-2691.
’59 VW BUS. Excellent running condition.
Good tires. $550. Call 523-8123 anytime.
’48 DODGE 4-door. Straight, solid, it
runs. Good tires. $32.22 or 1 297-5994,
Call Now!
’58 CHEVY. automatic transmission.
Good running condition. Must sell. $175.
259.7773 after 4 p.m.

WANTED: MALE ROOMMATE to share FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Prefer
house with 5 other students through sum- upper.division student or working girl.
mer & nert year. Call 293-5933.
293-3856. Your apartment or mine.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

LOST AND FOUND 161

PERSONALS In
CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold and
silver. George Larimore, 354-1273.
DZ’s ARE flying high
for Derby Day with Sigma Chi!
NEEDED DESPERATELY: 3- or 10-speed
bicycle. Please call 286.6303. (Pat’s
roommate. Call me? The Voice)

stick

(King of the overstatement)

("The

Artist")

EUROPE-BOUND: Will take best offer
this week: ’66 Wurlitzer Electric Piano
portable, has amplifier. 287-1887.
WOOD LATHE, $15. Radial drill press,
$37 50. Both new. 292-0409 or 241-1943.
SKIS-FISCHER ALU RS used one season in excellent condition. Best offer over
$90. Call Dave 297-2896.
FOR SALE: 2 year old Fender pro-amp,
15 inch speaker. Paid $250, will take best
offer. Call Tony 295-4777 after 9 p.m.
PORTABLE STEREO, Garrard turntable,
very good condition. $75. RCA Victor
21" portable TV, 14 month warranty,
$100. Call 258.1805.
COMBINED 4 & 8 track Auto -Stereo
plus 10 tapes. $60. Call John 286-5759.
HELP WANTED 141

"Teenie" Vining

(The world’s only apprentice
Classified Advertising Manager)
We’re in JC-206 MWF from 10:30 a.m. to 3:45 p.m. and TTh from 10
a.m. to 3:45 p.m. We tear ourselves away for sustenance only between
12:30 p.m. and 1:15 p.m. daily.
Come in and place your ad today-out of sight art, music, and atmosphere provided free of extra charge.

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
"Like having a personal salesman ring 22,000 doorbells."

GO GO DANCERS, 21 or over. No experience. $2.50 hour. Continental Lounge,
behind Sears. 295-6244.
GRADUATING SENIORS: Sign up now
at SJS Placement Center for interviews
May 2. Business majors for Management
Trainees, Accountants for Audit and
Control, Math for Computer Programming. County Bank of Sante Cruz.
EXCLUSIVE CHINESE RESTAURANT has
opening for eperienced waiter. Call 2926767 for interview. Must be 21.
TUTOR NEEDED, psychology graduate.
Call Doris at 269.1737.
HOUSING

151

2-BEDROOM UNFURNISHED Apartment $79.50. Kitchen, drapes, water &
garbage paid. 5 minutes from SJS. 2935995

NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE for Summer Session. Have apartment. Call 2938554 after 5 p.m.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED: Nice
apartment near SJS. 164 E. Reed, *3.
287-6758.
NICE I BEDROOM furnished apartment.
Water & Garbage paid. $95. 625 S. 101h.
Apt. #3 after 3 p.m.
FURNISHED APARTMENT. Availed:Ai
May 1st. 1 bedroom, twin beds. Modern,
spacious closets, well insulated. 1/2 block
from college. $100. Water and garbage
771,1d:29456-LS6.2.7th St. #1. Inquire 499 S.

LOST: WOMAN’S TAN WALLET fr,,,
Acapulco with drivers license & ASS
card either in cafeteria or Chem building. Reward. 287.6079 after 6 p.m.

SERVICES 181
TYPING. Thesis, term papers. etc.. se
oerienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
21 & MARRIED. Liability, property darn.
r.
agwlee&,
244uni.n9s6u00rod motorist coverage on
auto insurance. $21 for 3 months. Dave
81..:gtx of r. sirs& LARGE CLASSES, PROfESSOR6NARF
s3C-,E.5 0111- OF HI.5 WAY To 135 HELPFUL. 70141’5

FOR SALE 131

Big Mark

297-3194

"CASINO ROYALE"

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Here They Are: Your
Good Time Classified Admen

Superlative Joe

556 N. 1st St., San Jose

James Bond ’007’ Is Bdck In

Concert Hall.

Film and flashbulbs and processing too.
With a free roll of film why he blue?

or call:

"HOMBRE" with Paul Newman

STARTS TOMORROW
If you’re water logged or

Apt il 27 197

The qiialdjinr. exanuttations for
the Artii. IttYlV"% IWO-ye:le IWO.
111:1111 %kin
given iii N11130S1. on
Saturday at 8 11.111.
The two-year program is designed for sophomores who did not
take the lower division ROTC
courses, but still want to become
Army officers. Students who qualify will attend a six-week basic
camp at Ft. Benning. Ga., this
RUITUTler.
Interested students may contact
the Army ROTC office before Saturday.

Special Quantity Discounts
No Waiting
Copies Anything Printed

RENT

Thor,

DAILY

e-SPAIrr"

6T4reN1’5.4

CLASSIFIED RATES

To buy, serf, rent or
announce anything,
lust till out and clip
this handy order

, inimum
Three lines
One time

3
4
5
6

blank.

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San Jose State
College, San Jose
Calif. 95114.

Add this
amount for
each addl.
bone! lino

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

Three

times

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

Flve

times

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

..

C] Announcements (1)
[1 Automotive (2)
IL] For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
0 Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)
0 Personals (7)
Services (8)
O Transportation (9)

FRENCH-SPEAKING NATIVE would like
to give private lessons. If interested, call
241-1760 after 7 p.m.
TYPING’: Guaranteed work on electric
typewriter by journalism graduate. Term
papers. theses, etc. 264-3059.

To place an ad:
Call at
Classified Adv. Office - J206

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters end Somas
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbradsta
No refunds possible on canceled ads

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

Name

lines
lines
lines
lines

One time

TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed.
Call 243-6313 between 9 cm. end e p.m.
TYPING, Theses, term papers,
EXPERT,
manuscripts. IBM Electric. Work guaranteed. Jo Ann Vine, 378-8577.

Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. &
1:15 p.m.-3:45 p.m.
Tuesday & Thursday
10:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
1:15 p.m.-3:45 p.m.

(Ploes Vint)

For

days.

Ct

Phone

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.

Address
Enclosed 13 $

Phone

Mart ad on
(Date)

Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

&

294-6414, Ext. 2465

